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BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
of the City University of New York 
College Senate 
Minutes of November 17, 2016 
 
Present:  J. Athanasourelis, R. Ben-Nun, L. Brenner, H. Clampman, L. Cummins, A. Durante, K. 
Ellis, D. Genova, I. Ghafoor, D. Gonsher, R. Gouraige, W. Guerrier, T. Isekenegbe, J. Katz, S. 
Khan, A. Lal, L. Lawton, A. McInerney, M. Miller, J. Moghaddasi, J. Molina, F. Moore, S. 
Offenbach, A. Ortiz, H. Papas-Kavalis, D. Pearson, J. Pineiro, M. Pita, S. Ramdath, N. Reynoso, 
A. Robinson, J. Sanabria, R. Shane, H. Skinner, M. Stewart Titus, S. Utakis, G. Agamah, N. 
Asamoah, F. Asante, S. Mulkhan, J. Santiago, G. Tchalim, B. Tsagli, L. Manuel Vargas 
Excused:  T. Brennan, S. Davis, T. Johnson, P. Kolozi, L. Rosario, C. Schrader, D. Gaffney, B. 
Emers, O. Awoyemi, S. Halalou, A. Ortiz, R. Adjetey, M. Conta, 
Present At-Large Alternates: C. Maliti, S. Mukherjee, J. Ziegler 
Present Departmental Alternates:  E. Nelson, J. Acevedo, K. Viner, M. Guishard, J. Shaddai 
Guests:  C. Vasquez, F. Kaighobadi, D. Molina, E. Lehner, S. Levy, E. Rivera, A. Ott, L. 
Pichardo, R. Lupo, J. Heller, M. Renee Briggs, V. Walker 
 
1. Call to Order: 12:25 P.M., meeting called to order by F. Moore.  
 
2. Seating of alternates: F. Moore seated alternates – J. Shaddai, C. Maliti, and S. Mukherjee. 
 
3. Approval of the Agenda of November 17, 2016:  F. Moore stated that items 10 and 11, the 
reports for Auxiliary Enterprises and BCC, Inc., would be merged into Item 7, the Budget 
Report. The agenda was approved by unanimous voice vote. 
 
4. Approval of the Minutes of October 27, 2016: Approved with amendments by unanimous 
voice vote. 
 
5. Action Items:  
a. Curriculum Committee: (see report) H. Clampman explained the changes 
proposed in Item 1 of his report. There were no questions. Items 1a, 1b, and 1c 
were approved unanimously by voice vote. H. Clampman then explained the 
changes proposed in Item 2 of his report. 
b. Executive Committee  
i. Resolution making BCC a Sanctuary Campus (see report): F. Moore 
explained the proposal and the need for it. He stated that S. Utakis had 
requested an amendment, that the word “disability” be added between 
the phrases “gender identity” and “national origin.” J. Delgado and K. 
Williams said that they would go over the resolution to add specificity 
and support for it, including a 2008 ICE memo. R. Ben-Nun spoke in 
favor of waiving the two-meeting rule so that the body could vote on the 
measure. H. Clampman spoke in favor of the proposal. M. Stewart 
Titus suggested that the resolution include the word “age”. A vote to 
waive the two-meeting rule was approved by unanimous voice vote. The 
resolution, with amendments adding the terms “disability” and “age”, 
was passed by unanimous voice vote.  
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6. President’s Report: (see report) President T. Isekenegbe referred to his report. He spoke 
about the need to support our students, many of whom may be feeling anxious regarding the 
recent presidential election.  
 
He spoke about a recent report that had been released regarding the use of non-tax levy funds 
within the university. He assured the body that funds that have come into the college 
foundation have been used for their intended purposes. He provided the body with a list of 
changes that a day earlier the Chancellor had proposed in response to the report. D. Gonsher 
spoke about transparency in regards to BCC, Inc. and Auxiliary Enterprises, and T. 
Isekenegbe stated that he would present a report on those two entities at a future meeting of 
Senate.  
 
A. Wambugu Cobb spoke about Giving Tuesday.  
 
7. Budget Report: (see reports) K. Ellis provided an overview of the presentation on the tax levy 
budget. D. Alston and G. Galligan presented the budget. D. Alston stated that the budget only 
addressed tax levy funds. She spoke about the source of funds provided to the college, the financial 
implications of an expected decline in enrollment, and projected budgets and expenditures. T. 
Isekenegbe, in response to questions about declining enrollment, spoke about registration 
efforts. 
 
K. Ellis introduced D. Taylor, who spoke about BCC, Inc. He spoke about the composition of 
BCC, Inc., the student activity fees that fully fund the entity, the allocating bodies and 
earmarks. M. Lopez spoke about Student Center money, which largely goes to fund the shuttle 
bus, as well as new student orientation, freshman convocation, and programming. Due to time 
constraints, D. Taylor said he would discuss Auxiliary Enterprises at the next meeting. 
 
8. Committee Reports  
a. Academic Standing: No report. 
b. Curriculum: No report. 
c. Governance and Elections: (see report) A. McInerney explained his report and took 
questions.  
d. Instruction and Professional Development: No report. 
e. Space, Facilities, and Physical Plant: No report. 
f. Student Activities: No report. 
g. Student Government Association: No report. 
h. University Faculty Senate: No report. 
i. University Student Senate: No report. 
j. Vice-Presidents and Deans: No report. 
k. Community Relations and Special Events: No report. 
     
9. Announcements and Reports  
a. Chairperson, Vice-Chairperson, and Faculty Council Chairperson 
i. F. Moore – (see report) F. Moore discussed his report. 
ii. S. Mulkhan – No report. 
iii. R. Ben-Nun – No report. 
  
b. Vice Presidents and Deans 
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i. C. Schrader – No report. 
ii. K. Ellis - No report. 
iii. E. Bayardelle – No report. 
iv. L. Montenegro – No report. 
v. A. Ott – No report. 
vi. D. Taylor – No report. 
vii. N. Ritze – No report. 
 
10. Auxiliary Enterprises: No report. 
 
11. BCC, Inc.: No report. 
 
12. New Business:  None. 
 







Jon Katz, Secretary  
 
Handouts:  
● Curriculum report 
● President’s Report 
● Governance and Elections report 
● Report of the Chair 
● Sanctuary Campus resolution 
● Budget reports 
 
 
BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
of the City University of New York 
Curriculum Committee 
      
To:  Members of the College Senate 
From:  Professor Howard A. Clampman,  
   Chairperson Curriculum Committee 
Date:  November 17, 2016 
Subject: Report of Actions by the Curriculum Committee through 11/15/2016 
 
 
1. Actions previously reported to the Senate 
(a) Proposed change to existing degree program  
Program Title Date approved by Curriculum Committee 
1. Liberal Arts & Sciences AA Degree – Spanish Option – Change in program 
requirements (Unanimous show of hands) 10-18-16 
 
(b) Proposed change to existing degree program  
Program Title Date approved by Curriculum Committee 
1. Radiologic Technology AAS Degree – Change in program requirements 
(Unanimous show of hands) 10-18-16 
 
(c) Proposed changes to existing courses 
Course Title Date approved by Curriculum Committee 
1. RAD 71 – Radiation Physics – Change in course credits & description 
(Unanimous show of hands) 10-18-16 
2. CLE 11 – Clinical Radiography Fundamentals – Change in course 
prerequisites (Unanimous show of hands) 10-18-16 
3. CLE 21 – Clinical Radiography II – Change in course credits (Unanimous 
show of hands) 10-18-16 
4. CLE 31 – Clinical Radiography III – Change in course credits & description 
(Unanimous show of hands) 10-18-16 
5. CLE 41 – Clinical Radiography IV – Change in course credits & description 
(Unanimous show of hands) 10-18-16 
6. CLE 51 – Clinical Radiography VI – Change in course credits (Unanimous 
show of hands)  10-18-16 
7. CLE 61 – Clinical Radiography VII/Senior Seminar – Change in course 
credits & description (Unanimous show of hands) 10-18-16 
 
2. Actions reported to the Senate for the first time 
(a) Proposed change to existing degree program  
Program Title Date approved by Curriculum Committee 
1. Exercise Science and Kinesiology AS Degree – Change in program 
requirements (Unanimous show of hands) 11-15-16 
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AIII.1.2 The following revisions are proposed for the Liberal Arts and Science/Spanish Option   
Program: A.A. Liberal Arts and Sciences /Spanish Option 
Program Code: 00379 
Effective: Fall 2017 
Proposed Changes: Select from any Modern Language course except Spanish at the appropriate level in the Major 
Requirements; remove the word “or” from Spanish Language Option requirements, remove SPN 20 from specialization 
requirements and add SPN 24, SPN 26, SPN 110, SPN 117, SPN 120, and SPN 125 to specialization requirements; clarify 







A. English Composition 6 
B. Mathematical and Quantitative Reasoning 3 




No more than two courses in any discipline or interdisciplinary field. 
A. World Cultures and Global Issues 3 
B. U.S. Experience in Diversity 3 
C. Creative Expression 3 
D. Individual and Society 3 
E. Scientific World 3 







A. English Composition 6 
B. Mathematical and Quantitative Reasoning 3 




No more than two courses in any discipline or interdisciplinary field. 
A. World Cultures and Global Issues 3 
B. U.S. Experience in Diversity 3 
C. Creative Expression 3 
D. Individual and Society 3 
E. Scientific World 3 
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Major Requirements 
Note: Students will complete a minimum of six credits of these 
requirements within the Flexible Core. Transfer students who have 
completed Common Core requirements at a previous institution will not 
be required to complete credits in excess of the 60 credit requirement. 
ART 11 Introduction to Art OR 
ART 12 Introduction to Art History: Africa, the Americas, Asia 
and the Middle East OR 
MUS 11 Introduction to Music OR 
MUS 12 Introduction to World Music 0-3 
COMM 11Fundamentals of Interpersonal Communication OR 
Select ONE from COMM, THEA, FILM, MEST 0-3 
ENG English Elective 0-3 
HIS 10 History of the Modern World OR 
HIS 11 Introduction to the Modern World OR 
Select ONE from GEO, PHL 0-3 
MOD LAN Select from FRN, ITL or POR at the appropriate 
level 0-3 
 
SOC SCI Select one course from ANT, CRJ, ECO, HSC, 
POL, PSY, SOC 0-3 
Subtotal: 12 
 
Additional Major Requirements 
PEA Physical Education OR 
HLT 91 Critical Issues in Health 1-2 
LAB1 Lab Science 0-1 
ELEC Free Electives to complete 60 credits 3-10 
Specialization Requirements (choose four based on initial placement in 
Spanish)* 
SPN 111* Beginning Spanish I 3 
SPN 112* Beginning Spanish II 3 
SPN 113* Intermediate Spanish Language and Culture 3 
SPN-20* Advanced Spanish Composition and Creative 
Major Requirements 
Note: Students will complete a minimum of six credits of these 
requirements within the Flexible Core. Transfer students who have 
completed Common Core requirements at a previous institution will 
not be required to complete credits in excess of the 60 credit 
requirement. 
ART 11 Introduction to Art OR 
ART 12 Introduction to Art History: Africa, the Americas, Asia 
and the Middle East OR 
MUS 11 Introduction to Music OR 
MUS 12 Introduction to World Music 0-3 
COMM 11 Fundamentals of Interpersonal Communication OR 
Select ONE from COMM, THEA, FILM, MEST 0-3 
ENG English Elective 0-32 
HIS 10 History of the Modern World OR 
HIS 11 Introduction to the Modern World OR 
Select ONE from GEO, PHL 0-3 
MOD LAN Select from any Modern Language course except Spanish at 
the appropriate level 0-3 
SOC SCI Select one course from ANT, CRJ, ECO, HSC, 
POL, PSY, SOC 0-3 
Subtotal: 12 
 
Additional Major Requirements 
PEA Physical Education OR 
HLT 91 Critical Issues in Health 1-2 
LAB1 Lab Science 0-1 
ELEC3 Free Electives to complete 60 credits 3-10 
Spanish Language Option Requirements (choose four based on initial 
placement in Spanish)4 
SPN 110 Introductory Spanish for Heritage Speakers 3 
SPN 111 Beginning Spanish I 3 
SPN 112 Beginning Spanish II 3 
SPN 113 Intermediate Spanish Language and Culture 3 
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Writing 
SPN 121* Spanish Language and Culture 
SPN 122* Latin American Language and Culture 
SPN 130* Literature and Culture of Puerto Rico OR 
SPN 131* Literature and Culture of the Spanish Caribbean  
Subtotal: 12  
Total credits: 60 
 
 
SPN 24 Don Quijote and Other Cervantes Masterpieces 3 
SPN 26 Spanish for Business Communication 3 
SPN 117 Advanced Spanish Composition 3 
SPN 120 Advanced Spanish Grammar 3 
SPN 121 Spanish Language and Culture 3 
SPN 122 Latin American Language and Culture 3 
SPN 125 Generation of 1898 3 
SPN 130 Literature and Culture of Puerto Rico 3  
SPN 131 Literature and Culture of the Spanish Caribbean 3  
Subtotal: 12  
Total credits: 60 
 
1 This requirement is satisfied if a student takes a 4-credit STEM variant 
course in Required Area C. 
2 Choose from any ENG course above ENG 16 with the exception of ENG 
223. 
* A student who places into SPN 111 will begin the Spanish Specialization 
sequence with 111 and complete four courses. A student who places out 
of SPN 111 will begin the Spanish Specialization sequence with SPN 112 
and complete four courses. A student who places out of SPN 111 and SPN 
112 will begin the Spanish Specialization sequence with SPN 113 and 
complete four courses. A student who places out of SPN 111, 112, and 
113 will begin the Spanish Specialization sequence with SPN 20 and 
complete four courses. 
In some cases, SPN 24 or SPN 125 may substitute for SPN 130/131. No 
credit will be granted toward the Spanish Option for a course taken below 
a student’s proficiency level. 
 
1 This requirement is satisfied if a student takes a 4-credit STEM variant 
course in Required Area C. 
2 Choose from any ENG course above ENG 16 with the exception of ENG 
223. ENG 47 Latino Literature and ENG 48 Afro-Caribbean Literature 
are recommended courses. 
3 HIS 31 Modern Latin American History and HIS 39 History of the 
Caribbean are recommended electives.  
4Students must take the Spanish Placement exam prior to enrolling in 
their first Spanish course. Placement scores will determine the first 
sequence of Spanish courses. See Modern Language Department to 
schedule the placement exam.  
 
Note: The program articulates with Lehman College, York College, and 




The Modern Language Department proposes the following changes to provide students with the opportunity to develop 
their language proficiency while learning about varied Hispanic cultures and civilizations. The Department proposes to 
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include a newly created course, SPN 120, as a replacement for SPN 20, which is no longer offered. We propose to 
change the language “to select from any Modern Language course except Spanish at the appropriate level in the Major 
Requirements” to allow students to choose Arabic (ARB) as one of the options, since Arabic was introduced after the 
last updated version of the Spanish Option. This would allow for greater flexibility. Adding SPN 24, SPN 26, SPN 110, 
SPN 117, and SPN 125 to the specialized requirements would allow students who place into these courses greater 
flexibility, eliminating the need for waivers. Since the Spanish Option is now open to students at all levels, adding 
introductory and intermediate Spanish courses will allow students at different levels to choose courses accordingly. 
Because some students do not take the placement exam prior to the registering for their first Spanish course, we 
propose amending the language in the footnotes to do so. Furthermore, we propose to recommend two elective English 
courses and two History courses that pair well with the Spanish Option – ENG 47 Latino Literature, ENG 48 Afro-
Caribbean Literature, HIS 31 Modern Latin American History and HIS 39 History of the Caribbean.  These 
recommendations would provide students interested in interdisciplinary work the opportunity study Hispanic 
communities both in the U.S. and throughout the Americas. These recommendations will also introduce the study of 
the cultural dynamics and cultures produced by people of Hispanic origin. 




Section AIII: Changes in Degree Programs 
 
AIII.1:  
Program: A.A.S. in Radiologic Technology 
Program Code: 91331 
HEGIS Code: 5207 
Effective: Fall 2017 
Revisions: Deletion of course RAD 14; Addition of .5 credits to RAD 71; Changes in credit value to CLE courses. 
 
From To 
Course Description                                                                   Credits Course Description                                                                    Credits 
Required Core 
A. English Composition 
ENG 10 Fundamentals of Composition and Rhetoric OR                            
ENG 11 Composition and Rhetoric I                                                               3                                                              
C. Life and Physical Sciences 
BIO 23 Human Anatomy & Physiology I                                                       4 
Flexible Core  
A. World Cultures and Global Issues 
HIS 10 History of the Modern World OR 
HIS 11 Introduction to the Modern World                                                   3 
D. Individual and Society 
COMM 11 Fundamentals of Interpersonal Communication                     3  
E. Scientific World 
BIO 24 Human Anatomy & Physiology II                                                       4 
Additional Flexible Core requirement – Area D.  
PSY 11 Introduction to Psychology                                                                 3 
Subtotal 20 
Required Areas of Study 
MTH 13* Trigonometry & College Algebra                                                    3 
PEA Physical Education Activity Course                                                         1 
Subtotal 4 
RAD 11 Fundamentals of Radiologic Sciences and Health Care                3.5 
RAD 12 Radiographic Exposure I                                                                    2.5 
RAD 13 Radiographic Procedures I                                                                 3 
RAD 14 Recording Media and Processing                                                      1 
RAD 15 Radiographic Anatomy I                                                                     2 
RAD 16 Patient Care and Pharmacology in Radiologic Sciences                2.5 
Required Core 
A. English Composition 
ENG 10 Fundamentals of Composition and Rhetoric OR                            
ENG 11 Composition and Rhetoric I                                                               3                                                              
C. Life and Physical Sciences 
BIO 23 Human Anatomy & Physiology I                                                       4 
Flexible Core  
A. World Cultures and Global Issues 
HIS 10 History of the Modern World OR 
HIS 11 Introduction to the Modern World                                                   3 
D. Individual and Society 
COMM 11 Fundamentals of Interpersonal Communication                     3  
E. Scientific World 
BIO 24 Human Anatomy & Physiology II                                                       4 
Additional Flexible Core requirement – Area D.  
PSY 11 Introduction to Psychology                                                                 3 
Subtotal 20 
Major Requirements 
MTH 13* Trigonometry & College Algebra                                                    3 
PEA Physical Education Activity Course                                                         1 
 
RAD 11 Fundamentals of Radiologic Sciences and Health Care                3.5 
RAD 12 Radiographic Exposure I                                                                     2.5 
RAD 13 Radiographic Procedures I                                                                 3 
 
RAD 15 Radiographic Anatomy I                                                                     2 
RAD 16 Patient Care and Pharmacology in Radiologic Sciences               2.5 
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CLE 11 Clinical Radiography Fundamentals                                                   1 
CLE 15 Clinical Radiography I                                                                           .5 
RAD 22 Radiographic Exposure II                                                                    2.5 
RAD 23 Radiographic Procedures II                                                                3 
RAD 24 Radiation Protection                                                                           2 
RAD 25 Radiographic Anatomy II                                                                    1 
CLE 21 Clinical Radiography II                                                                            .5 
CLE 31 Clinical Radiography III                                                                        1.5 
 RAD 32 Imaging Modalities                                                                             2 
RAD 33 Radiographic Procedures III & 
Cross Sectional Anatomy                                                                                 2 
RAD 34 Radiographic Pathology                                                                     2 
CLE 41 Clinical Radiography IV                                                                        1 
CLE 45 Clinical Radiography V                                                                        .5 
RAD 42 Radiation Biology                                                                                2 
RAD 43 Quality Assessment/Management                                                      1 
RAD 71 Radiation Physics                                                                                  2 
CLE 51 Clinical Radiography VI                                                                         .5 
CLE 61 Clinical Radiography VII/Senior Seminar                                        1.5 
Subtotal 41 
Total credits 65                                                   
*MTH 30 should be considered for transfer to a senior college. 
† Note that the sequence of the academic and clinical curriculum of the program is 
scheduled Monday-Thursday between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. (the exception is CLE 11, 9 a.m. to 
3 p.m. on Friday).  
CLE 11 Clinical Radiography Fundamentals                                                    .5 
CLE 15 Clinical Radiography I                                                                            .5 
RAD 22 Radiographic Exposure II                                                                   2.5 
RAD 23 Radiographic Procedures II                                                                3 
RAD 24 Radiation Protection                                                                           2 
RAD 25 Radiographic Anatomy II                                                                    1 
CLE 21 Clinical Radiography II                                                                             1 
CLE 31 Clinical Radiography III                                                                         1  
 RAD 32 Imaging Modalities                                                                              2 
RAD 33 Radiographic Procedures III & 
Cross Sectional Anatomy                                                                                 2 
RAD 34 Radiographic Pathology                                                                     2 
CLE 41 Clinical Radiography IV                                                                       1.5 
CLE 45 Clinical Radiography V                                                                          .5 
RAD 42 Radiation Biology                                                                                 2 
RAD 43 Quality Assessment/Management                                                       1 
RAD 71 Radiation Physics                                                                                   2.5 
CLE 51 Clinical Radiography VI                                                                          1.5 
CLE 61 Clinical Radiography VII/Senior Seminar                                           1 
Subtotal 45 
Total credits 65 
*MTH 30 should be considered for transfer to a senior college. 
†Note that the sequence of the academic and clinical curriculum of the program is 
scheduled Monday-Thursday between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. (the exception is CLE 11, 8 a.m. 
to 2 p.m. on Friday). 
  
Rationale: RAD 14, Recording Media and Processing (1 cr), is being eliminated from the Radiologic Technology Program curriculum. The program follows a 
mandated curriculum devised by the American Society of Radiologic Technologists (ASRT). The material taught in RAD 14 is now obsolete. Credit (.5) will be 
redistributed to RAD 71, Radiation Physics, to reflect content expansion in application of radiation physics: Radionuclide Imaging, Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
(MRI) and Computed Tomography (CT). Credit (.5) will be redistributed to CLE 51 to standardized clock hours to credit hours ratio. 
 
CLE courses – changes in credit values to the following clinical (CLE) courses are being implemented to more accurately reflect distribution of hours.  
Our accrediting body, Joint Review Committee on Education in Radiologic Technology (JRCERT), recommends standardization of clock hour to credit hour ratio. 
 
CLE 11 from 1 credit to .5 credit Fall semester, first year – 15 weeks – 90 hours. 
CLE 21 from .5 credit to 1 credit Spring semester, first year – 15 weeks – 180 hours. 
CLE 31 from 1.5 credits to 1 credit Summer semester, first year – 8 weeks – 180 hours. 
CLE 41 from 1 credit to 1.5 credits Fall semester, second year – 15 weeks – 270 hours. 
CLE 51 from .5 credit to 1.5 credit Spring semester, second year – 15 weeks – 270 hours. 
CLE 61 from 1.5 credit to 1 credit Summer session, second year – 8 weeks – 180 hours.  
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AV: 1 Changes to be offered in the Department of Nursing and Allied Health Sciences  
FROM  TO  
Departments Nursing & Allied Health Sciences – Radiologic 
Technology Program 
Departments NC 
Course RAD 71 Radiation Physics Course NC 
Credits  2 Credits  2.5 
Hours 2 lect, 3 labs Hours NC 
Prerequisite  MTH 13, RAD 12, RAD 22 Prerequisite NC 
Co-requisite  Co-requisite  
Description Elements of atomic and nuclear physics, 
interaction of radiation with matter, radioactivity, 
half-life, elements of health physics.  
Description Elements of atomic and nuclear physics, 
interaction of radiation with matter, elements 
of health physics. Applications of radiographic 
physics: Radionuclide Imaging, Magnetic 







Liberal Arts [  ] Yes  [ x  ] No   Liberal Arts [  ] Yes  [  x ] No   
Course Attribute (e.g. 
Writing Intensive, etc.) 
 Course Attribute (e.g. 




__x__ Not Applicable 
 
____ Required 
____ English Composition 
____ Mathematics 
___ Science  
 
__ Flexible 
__ World Cultures                                       
___ US Experience in its Diversity                
___ Creative Expression 
___ Individual and Society 




__x__ Not Applicable 
 
____ Required 
____ English Composition 
____ Mathematics 
___ Science  
 
__ Flexible 
__ World Cultures                                       
___ US Experience in its Diversity                
___ Creative Expression 
___ Individual and Society 
____ Scientific World 
 
   Effective Fall 2017 
 Rationale: RAD 71, Radiation Physics, has been increased to 2.5 credits to reflect content expansion in application of radiation physics: Radionuclide Imaging,     
 Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and Computed Tomography (CT).  
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  AV: 1 Changes to be offered in the Department of Nursing and Allied Health Sciences  
FROM  TO  
Departments Nursing & Allied Health Sciences – Radiologic 
Technology Program 
Departments NC 
Course CLE 11 Clinical Radiography Fundamentals Course NC 
Credits  1 Credits  .5   
Hours 15 weeks/90 hours Hours NC 
Prerequisite  BIO 23, MTH 13 Prerequisite NC 
Co-requisite  Co-requisite  
Description Students function as learning members of the 
hospital’s radiology department under laboratory 
conditions. Experience in patient preparation, 
selection of proper technical factors, 
administration of ionizing radiation for diagnostic 
examination with appropriate radiation 
protection control. Close supervision to develop 
and evaluate students’ clinical skills. Film 
evaluation included.  
Description Students function as learning members of the 
hospital’s radiology department under 
laboratory conditions. Experience in patient 
preparation, selection of proper technical 
factors, and administration of ionizing radiation 
for diagnostic examination with appropriate 
radiation protection control. Close supervision 
to develop and evaluate students’ clinical skills. 






Liberal Arts [  ] Yes  [ x  ] No   Liberal Arts [  ] Yes  [ x  ] No   
Course Attribute (e.g. 
Writing Intensive, etc.) 
 Course Attribute (e.g. 




__x__ Not Applicable 
____ Required 
____ English Composition 
____ Mathematics 
___  Science  
__ Flexible 
__ World Cultures                                       
___ US Experience in its Diversity                
___ Creative Expression 
___ Individual and Society 
           ____ Scientific World 
General Education 
Component 
__x__ Not Applicable 
___ Required 
____ English Composition 
____ Mathematics 
__ _ Science  
__ Flexible 
__ World Cultures                                       
___ US Experience in its Diversity                
___ Creative Expression 
___ Individual and Society 
____ Scientific World 
   Effective Fall 2017 
Rationale: The change in credit value is being made to more accurately reflect distribution of hours.  The Program’s accrediting body, the Joint 
Review Committee on Education in Radiologic Technology (JRCERT) recommends standardization of clock hour to credit hour ratio.  The word 
film in the course description is removed due to obsolescence. The word image replaces film.    
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  AV: 1 Changes to be offered in the Department of Nursing and Allied Health Sciences  
FROM  TO  
Departments Nursing & Allied Health Sciences – Radiologic 
Technology Program 
Departments NC 
Course CLE 21 Clinical Radiography II Course NC 
Credits  0.5 Credits  1 
Hours 15 weeks/90 hours Hours NC 
Prerequisite Prerequisites: CLE 15 Prerequisite NC  
Co-requisite  Co-requisite  
Description CLE 21 is a fourteen week clinical experience, 
designed to put into practice and demonstrate 
competency in the procedures learned in CLE 11, 
RAD 13 and RAD 23. Students are expected to 








Liberal Arts [  ] Yes  [ x  ] No   Liberal Arts [  ] Yes  [  x ] No   
Course Attribute (e.g. 
Writing Intensive, etc.) 
 Course Attribute (e.g. 




__x__ Not Applicable 
 
____ Required 
____ English Composition 
____ Mathematics 
___   Science  
 
__ Flexible 
__ World Cultures                                       
___ US Experience in its Diversity                
___ Creative Expression 
___ Individual and Society 




__x__ Not Applicable 
 
____ Required 
____ English Composition 
____ Mathematics 
_  __ Science  
 
__ Flexible 
__ World Cultures                                       
___ US Experience in its Diversity                
___ Creative Expression 
___ Individual and Society 
____ Scientific World 
 
   Effective Fall 2017 
  Rationale: The change in credit value is being made to more accurately reflect distribution of hours.  The Program’s accrediting body, the Joint      
  Review Committee on Education in Radiologic Technology (JRCERT) recommends standardization of clock hour to credit hour ratio.  
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  AV: 1 Changes to be offered in the Department of Nursing and Allied Health Sciences  
FROM  TO  
Departments Nursing & Allied Health Sciences – Radiologic 
Technology Program 
Departments NC 
Course CLE 31 Clinical Radiography III Course NC 
Credits  1.5 Credits  1 
Hours 15 weeks/90 hours Hours NC 
Prerequisite CLE 21 Prerequisite NC  
Co-requisite  Co-requisite  
Description Continuation of Clinical Education II. Film 
evaluation included. 







Liberal Arts [  ] Yes  [ x  ] No   Liberal Arts [  ] Yes  [  x ] No   
Course Attribute (e.g. 
Writing Intensive, etc.) 
 Course Attribute (e.g. 




__x__ Not Applicable 
 
____ Required 
____ English Composition 
____ Mathematics 
___  Science  
 
__ Flexible 
__ World Cultures                                       
___ US Experience in its Diversity                
___ Creative Expression 
___ Individual and Society 




__x__ Not Applicable 
 
____ Required 
____ English Composition 
____ Mathematics 
_  __ Science  
 
__ Flexible 
__ World Cultures                                       
___ US Experience in its Diversity                
___ Creative Expression 
___ Individual and Society 
____ Scientific World 
 
   Effective Fall 2017 
Rationale: The change in credit value is being made to more accurately reflect distribution of hours.  The Program’s accrediting body, the Joint 
Review Committee on Education in Radiologic Technology (JRCERT) recommends standardization of clock hour to credit hour ratio. The word 
film in the course description is removed due to obsolescence. The word image replaces film. 
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  AV: 1 Changes to be offered in the Department of Nursing and Allied Health Sciences 
FROM  TO  
Departments Nursing & Allied Health Sciences – Radiologic 
Technology Program 
Departments NC 
Course CLE 41 Clinical Radiography IV Course NC 
Credits  1 Credits  1.5 
Hours 15 weeks/270 hours Hours NC 
Prerequisite CLE 31 Prerequisite NC  
Co-requisite  Co-requisite  
Description Continuation of Clinical Education III. Film 
evaluation included. 







Liberal Arts [  ] Yes  [ x  ] No   Liberal Arts [  ] Yes  [  x ] No   
Course Attribute (e.g. 
Writing Intensive, etc.) 
 Course Attribute (e.g. 




__x__ Not Applicable 
 
____ Required 
____ English Composition 
____ Mathematics 
___  Science  
 
__ Flexible 
__ World Cultures                                       
___ US Experience in its Diversity                
___ Creative Expression 
___ Individual and Society 




__x__ Not Applicable 
 
____ Required 
____ English Composition 
____ Mathematics 
_ __ Science  
 
__ Flexible 
__ World Cultures                                       
___ US Experience in its Diversity                
___ Creative Expression 
___ Individual and Society 
____ Scientific World 
 
   Effective Fall 2017 
 
Rationale:  The change in credit value is being made to more accurately reflect distribution of hours. The Program’s accrediting body, the Joint 
Review Committee on Education in Radiologic Technology (JRCERT) recommends standardization of clock hour to credit hour ratios.  The word 
film in the course description is removed due to obsolescence. The word image replaces film. 
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 AV: 1 Changes to be offered in the Department of Nursing and Allied Health Sciences  
FROM  TO  
Departments Nursing & Allied Health Sciences – Radiologic 
Technology Program 
Departments NC 
Course CLE 51 Clinical Radiography VI Course NC 
Credits  0.5 Credits  1.5 
Hours 15 weeks/270 hours Hours NC 
Prerequisite CLE 45 Prerequisite NC  
Co-requisite  Co-requisite  
Description CLE 51 is a fourteen week clinical experience 
designed to afford students the opportunity to 
put into practice and demonstrate competency in 
the procedures learned in RAD 33 and RAD 43. 








Liberal Arts [  ] Yes  [ x  ] No   Liberal Arts [  ] Yes  [  x ] No   
Course Attribute (e.g. 
Writing Intensive, etc.) 
 Course Attribute (e.g. 




__x__ Not Applicable 
 
____ Required 
____ English Composition 
____ Mathematics 
___  Science  
 
__ Flexible 
__ World Cultures                                       
___ US Experience in its Diversity                
___ Creative Expression 
___ Individual and Society 




_x___ Not Applicable 
 
____ Required 
____ English Composition 
____ Mathematics 
___  Science  
 
__ Flexible 
__ World Cultures                                       
___ US Experience in its Diversity                
___ Creative Expression 
___ Individual and Society 
____ Scientific World 
 
   Effective Fall 2017 
Rationale: The change in credit value is being made to more accurately reflect distribution of hours. The Program’s accrediting body, the Joint 
Review Committee on Education in Radiologic Technology (JRCERT) recommends standardization of clock hour to credit hour ratio. 
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 AV: 1 Changes to be offered in the Department of Nursing and Allied Health Sciences  
FROM  TO  
Departments Nursing & Allied Health Sciences – Radiologic 
Technology Program 
Departments NC 
Course CLE 61 Clinical Radiography VII/Senior Seminar Course NC 
Credits  1.5 Credits  1 
Hours 8 weeks/180 hours Hours NC 
Prerequisite CLE 51 Prerequisite  NC  
Co-requisite  Co-requisite  
Description Continuation of Clinical Education V.  Film 
evaluation included. 
Description Continuation of Clinical Education VI.  Image 
Evaluation included.  Comprehensive review of 






Liberal Arts [  ] Yes  [ x  ] No   Liberal Arts [  ] Yes  [  x ] No   
Course Attribute (e.g. 
Writing Intensive, etc.) 
 Course Attribute (e.g. 




__x__ Not Applicable 
 
____ Required 
____ English Composition 
____ Mathematics 
___   Science  
 
__ Flexible 
__ World Cultures                                       
___ US Experience in its Diversity                
___ Creative Expression 
___ Individual and Society 




__x__ Not Applicable 
 
____ Required 
____ English Composition 
____ Mathematics 
_  __ Science  
 
__ Flexible 
__ World Cultures                                       
___ US Experience in its Diversity                
___ Creative Expression 
___ Individual and Society 
____ Scientific World 
 
   Effective Fall 2017 
Rationale: The change in credit value is being made to more accurately reflect distribution of hours. The Program’s accrediting body, the Joint 
Review Committee on Education in Radiologic Technology (JRCERT) recommends standardization of clock hour to credit hour ratio. 
 The word film in the course description is removed due to obsolescence. The word image replaces film.  A description for Senior Seminar      
 component of CLE 61 has been added.  Catalog description should read Continuation of Clinical Education VI and not V as stated. 
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Section AIII: Changes in Degree Programs 
 
AIII.1 The following revisions are proposed for the Exercise Science and Kinesiology Program:   
Program: A.S. Exercise Science and Kinesiology 
Program Code: 38126 
Hegis Code: 5299.30 
Proposed Changes: To substitute PEA 11 Fitness for Life for PEA 15 Walking, Jogging and Weight training. 
 
From To 
Course    Description                                                                     Crs Course    Description                                                                            Crs 
 
Required Core  
 
A. English Composition      6 
B. Mathematical and Quantitative Reasoning¹   3 
C. Life and Physical Sciences      
    BIO 23 Human Anatomy and Physiology I²                              4 
 




A. A. World Cultures and Global Issues    3                              
B. B. U.S. Experience in its Diversity    3 
C. C. Creative Expression      3 
D. D. Individual and Society     3 
E. E. Scientific World       
 BIO 24 Human Anatomy and Physiology II   4 
F.  
 A-E Select one course from Flexible Core A, B, C, D, or E3 3 
 












 Required Core  
 
A. English Composition      6 
B. Mathematical and Quantitative Reasoning¹   3 
C. Life and Physical Sciences      
    BIO 23 Human Anatomy and Physiology I²                              4 
 




G. A. World Cultures and Global Issues    3                              
H. B. U.S. Experience in its Diversity    3 
I. C. Creative Expression      3 
J. D. Individual and Society     3 
K. E. Scientific World       
 BIO 24 Human Anatomy and Physiology II   4 
L.  
 A-E Select one course from Flexible Core A, B, C, D, or E3 3 
 















CPR 10 Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation OR  
   WFA 10 Workplace First Aid Training                                               1 
HLT 91 Critical Issues in Health                                                           2               
HLT 94 Human Nutrition                                                                       3 
EXS 100 Introduction to Exercise Science                                           3 
EXS 102 Behavioral Aspects of Physical Activity                                 3 
PEA 101 Introduction to Personal Training                                           3 
PEA 12 Elementary Hatha Yoga OR 
     PEA 16 Strength and Flexibility Training through Pilates                1 
PEA 15 Walking, Jogging and Weight Training                                    1 
PEA 51 Stress Management                                                                 2 
COMM 20 Public Speaking and Critical Listening4                           (0-3)  
PSY 11 Introduction to Psychology4                                                (0-3) 
PSY 35 Dynamics of Human Motivation                                              3 





1 Students in this curriculum are strongly advised to take MTH 
23 to fulfill required Core Area B. 
2 Note: The program has been given a waiver to require its 
students to take BIO 23 to fulfill Required Core Area C and BIO 24 
to fulfill Flexible Core Area E.. 
3 Restricted Elective: must select one course from Flexible 
Core A-E. No more than two courses in any discipline or 
interdisciplinary field. 
4 If this course is completed as part of the Flexible Core, an equivalent 





CPR 10 Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation OR  
   WFA 10 Workplace First Aid Training                                               1 
HLT 91 Critical Issues in Health                                                           2               
HLT 94 Human Nutrition                                                                       3 
EXS 100 Introduction to Exercise Science                                           3 
EXS 102 Behavioral Aspects of Physical Activity                                 3 
PEA 101 Introduction to Personal Training                                           3 
PEA 12 Elementary Hatha Yoga OR 
     PEA 16 Strength and Flexibility Training through Pilates                1 
PEA 11 Fitness for Life                                                                         1 
PEA 51 Stress Management                                                                 2 
COMM 20 Public Speaking and Critical Listening4                           (0-3)  
PSY 11 Introduction to Psychology4                                                (0-3) 
PSY 35 Dynamics of Human Motivation                                              3 





1 Students in this curriculum are strongly advised to take MTH 
23 to fulfill required Core Area B. 
2 Note: The program has been given a waiver to require its 
students to take BIO 23 to fulfill Required Core Area C and BIO 24 
to fulfill Flexible Core Area E.. 
3 Restricted Elective: must select one course from Flexible 
Core A-E. No more than two courses in any discipline or 
interdisciplinary field. 
4 If this course is completed as part of the Flexible Core, an equivalent 




Effective Date Fall 2017 
 
Rationale: PEA 15 Walking, Jogging and Weight Training is not being offered by the Department of Health, Physical Education and Recreation anymore because it 
was found to be too similar in content to the PEA 11 Fitness for Life course.  The PEA 11 course is more inclusive of fitness testing and will be a better fit for the 
Exercise Science and Kinesiology program.  
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Bronx Community College 
PRESIDENT’S REPORT TO THE COLLEGE SENATE - NOVEMBER 2016 
Thomas A. Isekenegbe, Ph.D. 
 
 
I want to wish everyone a happy mid-semester. We’re halfway through this Fall 2016 semester and there is 
a lot of exciting news to share. Bronx Community College continues to thrive. As I celebrate my fifteenth 
month of service today, I pause to reflect on all of the positive movement we are experiencing as an 
institution. The following are some of the highlights from the past few weeks and things to look forward to 
in the remainder of November. 
 
 After recent reports of heightened stress, anxiety, and strain among the student, faculty, and staff, I 
hosted a College Forum on Monday, November 14, 2016. Many amid us continue to experience anxiety 
and stress-related trouble with coping. Staff in the Office of Personal Counseling is available to talk to 
any students who may need assistance. For faculty and staff, the Department of Human Resources can 
provide information on our Employee Assistance Programs. Anyone having immigration-related 
questions, they can reach out by phone to 212-652-2055, refer to the website 
http://www1.cuny.edu/sites/citizenship-now/, or email info@cuny.edu. Bronx Community College, in 
our ongoing effort to support and demonstrate respect, integrity, engagement, excellence, and 
empowerment, is here to support all members of our diverse community. We are a safe space. 
 
 On Thursday, November 3, BCC and the Student Government Association welcomed Chancellor James 
B. Milliken and a number of elected officials to campus to celebrate the Ribbon Cutting for the Quad 
and to kickoff CUNY Month. I could not have been more proud to see all of you outside (despite the 
rain) celebrating this proud moment together. On Tuesday, November 15, 2016, we celebrated another 
BCC milestone with the Ribbon Cutting for the BCC Food Pantry located on the first floor of Loew 
Hall. This is the first of many initiatives planned to improve the quality of life, health, and education for 
our students and their families. Please consider donating non-perishables or making a financial 
contribution. Combating hunger is an extremely important way to help our students persist towards 
graduation. 
 
 DIVISION OF ACADEMIC & STUDENT SUCCESS: Registration for the Spring 2017 semester is underway. 
As of November 14, 2016, we have already enrolled 2,710 continuing students. This lags far behind 
where we were this time last year when we had enrolled 3,695 continuing students. I am asking all 
faculty to take time at the beginning or end of their classes to encourage students to register for Spring 
2017. They do not need to put money down to register. 
 
In an effort to better serve our students, Waitlist is now open. Students who attempt to register for a 
course that has already met capacity will be placed on a waitlist and automatically enrolled if a spot 
becomes available or if a new section is opened. 
 
 DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATION & FINANCE: As part of the ongoing ASAP expansion, BCC has 
received $822K to begin renovation on Nichols Hall 4th Floor. Work will be performed by our very 
own BCC Skilled Trades Team and we appreciate the campus community support as we continue with 
this important initiative.  
 
 This week, BCC began the technical phase of the Starfish Enterprise System project. Project Manager 
Francisco “Javier” Legassa and Technical Project Manager Deira Pereyra may be reaching out to you 
for feedback and assistance during this phase as they prepare for installation. In line with this initiative 
to introduce new and helpful IT resources, I would like to encourage you to explore and use 
LISTSERV, an excellent platform to develop communities of interest through open or targeted emails, 
mailing lists, online forums, and newsletters.   
 
 
 I would like to provide special thanks to the team in Physical Plant Services for working diligently to 
bring all three of our campus boilers online for the heating seasons despite unforeseen obstacles and 
challenges. Please continue to let Administration & Finance know if your work or teaching areas are 
overly hot or cold.  
 
 DIVISION OF ADVANCEMENT, COMMUNICATIONS & EXTERNAL RELATIONS: I am pleased to announce 
a number of new grants awarded to BCC: 
 
 Three-year $300,000 renewable grant from the Carroll and Milton Petrie Foundation to support the 
Petrie Student Emergency Grant Fund. 
 $145,975 per year for five years awarded by the Capital One Foundation in support of a 30-credit 
Cyber Security and Networking Non-credit to Credit Training Program (in collaboration with 
industry experts and CBO partners, including Per Scholas).  
 $200,000 awarded by the Thompson Foundation to support the preparation of an existing 
conditions report for Gould Memorial Library. 
 $25,000 awarded for a Network Security Program in Business and Industry Solutions to Dr. Ruby 
Chua of the Division of Workforce & Economic Development.  
 $24,429 awarded for preparing the future Medical Laboratory Technicians to Dr. Diane Price in the 
Biology Department. 
 
 As an update on our Government Relations activities, December 1, 2016, is the upcoming CUNY 
Legislative Action Committee Conference, at which time the University will set forth its budget 
priorities for FY18. Also upcoming on December 16, 2016, the three Bronx-based CUNY Colleges will 
be meeting with the Bronx Delegation of the State Assembly to begin advocating for the University’s 
FY18 budget requests. 
 
 BCC’s website redesign and rebranding initiative is ongoing. The chosen vendor, EFK, has been 
meeting with this initiative’s co-chairs, Diane Weathers and Loic Audusseau, and a ten-person internal 
steering committee of representatives from various academic and administrative departments. The 
project is expected to be completed over the next six to eight months, and during this time, all campus 
departments will receive regular updates. Wide feedback will be solicited and is welcomed.  
 
 On Tuesday, November 29, 2016, BCC will take part in Giving Tuesday, a global day of philanthropy. 
For five years, this day has been observed the Tuesday after Thanksgiving in response to the 
commercialism of holiday season and as a reminder to give back and be thankful. Contributions 
received on Giving Tuesday will support the Help a Bronco Graduate scholarship fund and student 
emergency assistance efforts, including the newly-opened BCC Food Pantry. All contributions made to 
BCC through #CUNYTuesday will count towards BCC’s CUNY Campaign goals. Please give. It can 
make all the difference in the world to our students. 
 
 UPCOMING EVENT: The Annual holiday performance of Handel’s Messiah will be held at BCC on 
Sunday, December 11, 2016, at 3pm. Tickets are $15 in advance and $20 at the door. Children and 
BCC students with ID are free with advanced registration. Tickets are available on the BCC website. 
The performance will feature the Bronx Opera Chorus and the Orchestra of the Bronx, along with 
special readings from members of the Bronx Community and many local civic leaders.  
                                                                        
PROPOSED AMENDMENT ON THE FACULTY COUNCIL 
 
BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE GOVERNANCE PLAN 
 





I. THE BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE SENATE 
 




A vacancy in a Senate seat held by a member of the faculty or instructional staff shall only occur when 
the elected holder of the seat resigns or is no longer employed by Bronx Community College.  A vacancy 










I. THE BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE SENATE 
 




A vacancy in a Senate seat held by a member of the faculty or instructional staff shall only occur when 
the elected holder of the seat resigns, no longer works in the title which made him/her eligible for the seat 
held, or is no longer employed by Bronx Community College.  A vacancy in a Senate seat held by a 












































City University of New York 
Bronx Community College 
FY 2017 – FY2019 Financial Plan 
November 17, 2016 
Projected Revenue 
  $ Amounts in Millions 
  
FY2016        
Actuals   
FY2017 
Financial Plan   
FY2018 
Financial Plan   
FY2019 
Financial Plan 
BUDGET ALLOCATION AND REVENUE               
CUNY Revenue Target $44.8    $43.8    $43.8    $43.8  
                
Annual Enrollment Headcount  11,307    10,676    10,415    10,418  
Annual Full-Time Equivalent (FTE's) 7,934    7,822    7,629    7,631  
                
  BASE BUDGET ALLOCATION $81.7    $84.5    $83.1    $82.3  
                
  ADDITIONAL REVENUES $1.7    $4.0    $4.3    $3.0  
                
TOTAL BUDGET ALLOCATION $83.4   $88.5   $87.4   $85.3  
BCC FY 2017 Financial Plan 2 
Projected Expenditures 
  $ Amounts in Millions 
  
FY2016        
Actuals   
FY2017 
Financial Plan   
FY2018 
Financial Plan   
FY2019 
Financial Plan 
BUDGET ALLOCATION AND REVENUE               
EXPENDITURES               
     PS Regular $58.7    $61.2    $62.0    $61.8  
                
     Teaching Adjuncts  $9.2    $9.3    $9.1    $9.1  
                
     Temp Services $4.9    $5.8    $5.5    $5.2  
                
     TOTAL PS $72.8   $76.3   $76.6   $76.1  
                
     TOTAL OTPS $8.7   $9.7   $9.4   $9.2  
                
TOTAL FINANCIAL PLAN 
EXPENDITURES  $81.5   $86.0   $86.0   $85.3  
                
YEAR-END BALANCE $1.9   $2.5   $1.4   $0.0  
BCC FY 2017 Financial Plan 3 
Tuition Revenue Projection  
BCC FY 2017 Financial Plan 4 
$ Amounts in Millions         
  








Revenue - Enrollment Targets         
FTE 7,934  7,743  7,523  7,463  
Total Revenue Collected $44.1  $43.1  $41.9  $41.3  
    
Revenue Target $44.8  $43.8  $43.8  $43.8  
    
Revenue Over/(Under) Target ($0.7) ($0.7) ($1.9) ($2.5) 
Revenue - Financial Plan         
FTE 7,934  7,822  7,629  7,631  
Total Revenue Collected $44.1  $43.5  $42.5  $42.2  
    
Revenue Target $44.8  $43.8  $43.8  $43.8  
    
Revenue Over/(Under) Target ($0.7) ($0.3) ($1.3) ($1.6) 
Variance         
FTE 0  (79) (106) (168) 
Total Revenue Collected $0.0  ($0.4) ($0.6) ($0.9) 



















Academic & Student Success, $58.3M 
• ASAP 
• Instructional Departments 
• Library 
• Student Support Services 
 
Administrative Support, $22.3M 
• Business Office 
• Campus Admin Services 
• Campus Planning 
• Human Resources 
• Information Technology 
• Bldg. Maintenance & Operations 
• Public Safety 
 
Advancement, $2.7M 
• Communications & Marketing 
• Development 
• External Affairs 
• Government Relations 
• Grants 
 
Executive Office, $2.6M 
• Affirmative Action & Diversity 
• Legal Services 
• Testing & Research 
• Workforce Development 





Thursday, November 17, 2016
Financial Report




1. Provide business enterprises to service the students, faculty, administrative staff, alumni, and others in the college 
community of Bronx Community College. Such as: 
 Food services
 Book stores
 Vending and game machines,
 Copying services
 Other related enterprises. 
2. Through its revenues, assist in developing, improving and increasing the programs, resources and facilities of Bronx 
Community College to enable it to provide more extensive educational opportunities and services to its students, faculty, 
administrative staff, alumni, and others in the college community.
3. The Corporation shall have all of the general powers set forth in Section 202 of the Not-for-Profit Corporation Law of 
the State of New York. (501c3 status)
4. The purposes of this Corporation are to provide services to the students, faculty, administrative staff, alumni, and others 
in the college community of Bronx Community College and to further its educational goals. 
SCHEDULE A
REVENUE:
Descr iption General Fund Parking Fund EOC Overhead Total
Field Rental Revenue 1,500.00$          -$               -$                1,500.00$           
Interest Revenue 1,500.00$          -$               -$                1,500.00$           
Bookstore Comission Revenue 47,500.00$         -$               -$                47,500.00$         
Cafeteria Comission Revenue 109,000.00$       -$               -$                109,000.00$       
Vending Comission Revenue 220,000.00$       -$               -$                220,000.00$       
Pouring Rights Comission Revenue 55,000.00$         -$               -$                55,000.00$         
Royalties 2,000.00$          -$               -$                2,000.00$           
Parking Fees 162,600.00$    162,600.00$       
Miscellaneous Income - EOC Overhead Fund 75,000.00$       75,000.00$         
     Tota l  Revenue 436,500.00$       162,600.00$    75,000.00$       674,100.00$       
TOTAL REVENUES 436,500.00$   162,600.00$ 75,000.00$   674,100.00$   
BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISE CORPORATION,INC.
FISCAL YEAR 2017  BUDGET PRESENTATION SUMMARY
EXPENSES:
PROGRAM SERVICES
Parking -$                  -$               -$                -$                  
Public Service 34,500.00$         -$               -$                34,500.00$         
Academic Support 77,000.00$         -$               -$                77,000.00$         
Student Services 50,000.00$         -$               -$                50,000.00$         
SUPPORTING SERVICES
Management & General 43,500.00$         162,000.00$    -$                205,500.00$       
Campus Functions 89,000.00$         -$               -$                89,000.00$         
     Tota l  Expenses 294,000.00$       162,000.00$    -$                456,000.00$       
TOTAL EXPENSES 294,000.00$   162,000.00$ -$           456,000.00$   
EXCESS REVENUE OVER EXPENSES 142,500.00$   600.00$      75,000.00$   218,100.00$   
BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISE CORPORATION,INC.
















ACADEMIC STUDENT MANAGEMENT CAMPUS
SERVICES & GENERAL FUNCTIONS Total
Public Relations Community Relations Events (Educational/Civic Orgs.) 30,000.00$        -$               -$                 -$                  -$                  30,000.00$      
Staff Development/Conference 2,500.00$          -$               -$                 -$                  -$                  2,500.00$        
Miscellaneous 1,000.00$          -$               -$                 -$                  -$                  1,000.00$        
Courtesy 1,000.00$          -$               -$                 -$                  -$                  1,000.00$        
     Tota l Public Relations 34,500.00$        -$               -$                 -$                  -$                  34,500.00$      
Academic Presidential Grants -$                 66,000.00$      -$                 -$                  -$                  66,000.00$      
Recruitment Materials -$                 5,000.00$       -$                 -$                  -$                  5,000.00$        
Faculty Functions/Meetings -$                 2,500.00$       -$                 -$                  -$                  2,500.00$        
College Functions -$                 2,500.00$       -$                 -$                  -$                  2,500.00$        
Dues & Subscriptions -$                 1,000.00$       -$                 -$                  1,000.00$        





FISCAL YEAR 2017  BUDGET PRESENTATION
FUNDS SUMMARY/PROGRAM AREAS
PROGRAM SERVICES
ACADEMIC STUDENT MANAGEMENT CAMPUS
SERVICES & GENERAL FUNCTIONS Tota l
Adminis tration Salary Reimbursements/Public Safety-Parking -$                 -$               -$                 100,000.00$        -$                  100,000.00$    
Campus Paving/Roadway Repair -$                 -$               -$                 26,000.00$         -$                  26,000.00$      
Advertising Expense/Campuswide Recruitment -$                 -$               -$                 22,000.00$         -$                  22,000.00$      
Salary Reimbursements/Bursar Services-Parking -$                 -$               -$                 15,000.00$         -$                  15,000.00$      
Professional Services and Auditing -$                 -$               -$                 10,000.00$         -$                  10,000.00$      
Repairs and Maintenance -$                 -$               -$                 10,000.00$         -$                  10,000.00$      
Insurance-Liability/D&O -$                 -$               -$                 5,000.00$           -$                  5,000.00$        
Meetings -$                 -$               -$                 5,000.00$           -$                  5,000.00$        
Legal Services Expense -$                 -$               -$                 4,000.00$           -$                  4,000.00$        
Software Maintenance -$                 -$               -$                 2,500.00$           -$                  2,500.00$        
Membership Dues/Subcriptions -$                 -$               -$                 2,000.00$           -$                  2,000.00$        
Miscellaneous -$                 -$               -$                 2,000.00$           -$                  2,000.00$        
Supplies Expense -$                 -$               -$                 2,000.00$           -$                  2,000.00$        
     Tota l Adminis tration -$                 -$               -$                 205,500.00$        -$                  205,500.00$    




FISCAL YEAR 2017  BUDGET PRESENTATION
FUNDS SUMMARY/PROGRAM AREAS (GENERAL, 
ACADEMIC STUDENT MANAGEMENT CAMPUS
SERVICES & GENERAL FUNCTIONS Total
Student Services Travel Expense -$                 -$               22,500.00$        -$                  -$                  22,500.00$      
Student Functions -$                 -$               10,000.00$        -$                  -$                  10,000.00$      
Conference Attendance -$                 -$               10,000.00$        -$                  -$                  10,000.00$      
Meeting/Refreshment Expense -$                 -$               5,000.00$         -$                  -$                  5,000.00$        
Supplies Expense -$                 -$               1,500.00$         -$                  -$                  1,500.00$        
Dues/Subscriptions -$                 -$               1,000.00$         -$                  -$                  1,000.00$        
      Tota l Student Services -$                 -$               50,000.00$        -$                  -$                  50,000.00$      
Campus  Functions Supplies Expense -$                 -$               -$                 -$                  20,000.00$         20,000.00$      
Meeting/Refreshment Expense -$                 -$               -$                 -$                  20,000.00$         20,000.00$      
Interview Reimbrsement Expense -$                 -$               -$                 -$                  15,000.00$         15,000.00$      
Conference Attendance -$                 -$               -$                 -$                  15,000.00$         15,000.00$      
Travel Expense -$                 -$               -$                 -$                  10,000.00$         10,000.00$      
Dues & Subscriptions -$                 -$               -$                 -$                  5,000.00$           5,000.00$        
Honoraria -$                 -$               -$                 -$                  3,000.00$           3,000.00$        
Trophies/Awards -$                 -$               -$                 -$                  1,000.00$           1,000.00$        
Advertising Expense -$                 -$               -$                 -$                  -$               
      Tota l Campus Functions -$                 -$               -$                 -$                  89,000.00$         89,000.00$      




FISCAL YEAR 2017  BUDGET PRESENTATION
FUNDS SUMMARY/PROGRAM AREAS





















10 11 12 13
ADMINISTRATION/SUPPORT SERVICES
MANAGEMENT & GENERAL
1 Salary Reimbursements/Public Safety‐Parking $        100,000.00 
2 Campus Paving/Roadway Repair $           26,000.00 
3 Advertising Expense/Campuswide Recruitment $           22,000.00 
4 Salary Reimbursements/Bursar Services‐Parking $           15,000.00 
5 Professional Services and Auditing $           10,000.00 
6 Repairs and Maintenance $           10,000.00 
7 Insurance‐Liability/D&O $             5,000.00 
8 Meetings  $             5,000.00 
9 Legal Services Expense $             4,000.00 
10 Software Maintenance $             2,500.00 
11 Membership Dues/Subcriptions $             2,000.00 
12 Miscellaneous $             2,000.00 
13 Supplies Expense $             2,000.00 
